Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Reporting Form
Discovery made:

on a vessel

at a port

Vessel Name:

on the seabed

in the intertidal zone

PLN:

Sea Area:

Landing Port:

Date of Discovery:

Date of Report:

Name of Finder:

Contact no.:

Email address:

Report Compiled By:

Type of Position:

Position of Site on seabed

Position of Vessel at time of Artefact discovery

Position:
[Please Record in Lat/Long]

Projection Datum

Depth:

Position Accuracy:

Notes:

Fishing Gear Deployed At Time of Discovery [tick as appropriate]:
Trawled net

Dredge

Pots

Static gear

Angling

Other
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Find Details
The Site [tick as appropriate]:

Description of Artefact
[Please describe the artefact in as much detail as possible]

A visible structure
A charted wreck or obstruction
An uncharted net fastening
An uncharted obstruction
An uncharted net/dredge snag that came free
An uncharted seabed object showing
on Sonar but avoided by vessel
Other [Please give details]:

Status of Find [tick as appropriate]:
Complete and intact
Lightly damaged (scuffed, scratched,
surface erosion, etc)
Heavily damaged (broken, crushed,
substantially degraded, etc.)
Visibly deteriorating
The Artefact is [tick as appropriate]:
Pottery
Glass

What Have You Done With Your Find?
[tick as appropriate]:

Metal
Wood

Labelled it

Stone

Photographed it

Textile

Bagged it

Organic Deposit (e.g. peat)

Retained in private possession

Synthetic (e.g. Plastic, rubber, etc)

Returned it to the sea,
recording the new position

Unknown
Please Note: Synthetics such as plastics are relatively modern
in origin and are not generally held to be archaeologically
valuable. If your find is primarily made of plastic, rubber, pvc,
or any other synthetic material then you can discard it and exit
the reporting process. If you are in any doubt, please continue
with the report. Thanks.

Disposed of find at unknown location
Please label your find using a suitable waterproof label that you
can attach to the find with string. Label with the PLN of your
vessel followed by the date (DDMMYYYY) the find was made.
If you have several finds from the same date, please suffix the
date of each with a letter (e.g. RX950 01042012A.)
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Thanks!
Your report will now be assessed by Wessex Archaeology (WA) who will contact you shortly. Should the
discovery turn out to be archaeological, WA may wish to inspect and assess the Artefact first-hand and may
arrange to visit you at your earliest convenience. Similarly, WA may decide that the Artefact requires urgent
conservation treatment, in which case you’ll be contacted directly with guidance on how best to manage
the Artefact. After the initial assessment, you’ll receive a full report by email. The Protocol Team at WA will
also report the find to the following bodies:

•

The Receiver of Wreck

•

The National Record of the Historic Environment

•

East Sussex Historic Environment Record

•

West Sussex Historic Environment Record

•

Chichester Historic Environment Record

•

Sussex Inshore Fisheries & Conservation Authority

As legal Finder of an Artefact, your salvage rights are not affected by the Fishing Protocol, however you
are legally obliged to report any wreck recovered from the seabed to the Receiver of Wreck under the
Merchant Shipping Act 1995. Failure to do so may result in prosecution.

Please return your form to:

or email:

Fishing Protocol Team

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

Wessex Archaeology
Portway House,
Old Sarum Park,
Salisbury,
SP4 6EB
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